Foreword

by Sir Martin Sorrell

Brand Footprint, a global study of winning brands in the FMCG space, offers readers a fresh perspective and the chance to look beyond conventional wisdom to new opportunities.

This edition – its fourth – paints a comprehensive picture of brand growth over the past year, identifying the strategic levers that brands can pull in order to attract more buyers.

A powerful component of WPP’s and Kantar’s portfolio of reports, Brand Footprint is grounded firmly in the reality of FMCG commerce: real choices by real people in real markets across the world.

Sir Martin Sorrell
Founder and CEO, WPP
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Brand Footprint: Inspiring brand growth

What can we learn from brands winning at the moment of truth?

This year’s study is the biggest yet – covering 15,000 brands, 200 categories, 44 countries and five continents, representing 74% of the global population.

Brand Footprint now commands a larger global footprint than ever before. Thanks to our Europanel partnership, Kantar Worldpanel is able to incorporate new geographies. Specifically, via our partnership with GfK, adding Poland, Turkey and South Africa to the study and IRI who provided the US data. Thanks also to IMRB for adding Bangladesh and Sri Lanka for the first time. Meanwhile, new Kantar Worldpanel rankings from Nigeria, Ghana, Egypt and Kenya will allow us our first glimpse of Africa.

The following pages see our experts identify and examine five strategic ‘levers’ that are key to brand growth. Throughout the report you will see examples of brands that have been increasingly chosen by consumers, and read how they have achieved this.

However, the focus of this year’s report extends beyond the top 50 ranking as the pressure from local brands continues to bear on their global competition. While reflecting the growth of smaller and local brands, we also scrutinise more niche players, looking at both local brands and brands poised to break into the ranking.

Whether you’re a global, local or fledgling player, I congratulate every brand that features in this report, which I hope serves both as a comprehensive look back at 2015 and as a roadmap for growth in the years to come.

Josep Montserrat
CEO, Kantar Worldpanel
2015 in FMCG
Brand Footprint at a glance

FMCG is one of the few industries selling to 100% of consumers around the globe. Understanding the billions of FMCG choices made over a year reveals a snapshot of how people – whether in a small village in India or a penthouse apartment on New York’s Fifth Avenue – satisfy their most basic needs.

Beyond the Top 50 ranking, Brand Footprint’s unique CRP metric gives it licence to reach into over one billion households across 44 countries in five continents.

Uncovering local tastes, trends and behaviours and how these manifest in actual shopper decisions, it also explores how these change under the lenses of socioeconomics and geography, ultimately showing where to find headroom for growth.

GLOBAL FMCG: THE LONG VIEW
Set against a subdued global economic backdrop, it is unsurprising that growth in FMCG sales has been steady rather than spectacular.

Meanwhile our data shows that consumers are paying more for fewer foods. The value of FMCG sales increased by 4.7% in 2015; volumes declined by 0.4%, a trend driven primarily by the United States, Latin America and Asia.

Specifically, brands struggled to increase food and beverage consumption, with volumes down globally by 0.6%. The chance to change people’s habits, create new usage occasions, and migrate both categories and brands from one market to another have helped home care (volumes up 0.6%) and personal care (up 0.3%) to continue to grow.

GROWTH HOTSPOTS
Emerging markets revenue growth has slowed in the last year, halving from 12.4% to 6.7%, but this remains considerably more robust than developed markets, where sales rose by 1.3%. Indeed, emerging markets accounted for 82% of FMCG growth in 2015, with star performers including China, India, Turkey and South Africa.

While eight in 10 of all shopping decisions take place in emerging markets, the 15% of the global population living in developed countries spend nearly four times more per head in absolute terms.

Spend on local brands has increased by 6.2%. Local players grew by $41 billion in 2015

The global average shopping decision is worth $2.1, $3.7 in developed markets and $1.4 in emerging markets. These figures will vary by the brand and category purchased. A Chinese shopper buying Lancôme skincare, for example, will spend an average $52; a Spanish shopper will spend $65 on Estee Lauder.

However, in the food category, the average Chinese shopper will spend $0.68 on Wanh Shou Yi, a popular local seasoning brand.

Back in Spain, the average shopper will spend $1.30 on Risi snack brands. The same shopper will often make very different purchasing decisions depending on the category and the context. It is every marketer’s responsibility to understand both the category, the context and the distribution of prices paid for the brands in their competitive set.

LOCAL BRANDS CONTINUE TO OUTPACE GLOBAL
Our analysis of 9,000 local brands shows that these nimble local players are proving better at exploiting growth opportunities than the 5,700 global brands included in the Brand Footprint report.

DECLINE OF GLOBAL AND RISE OF LOCAL BRANDS, % SHARE

Perhaps this is because the value of an average shopping decision tends be lower for local brands. Local brands command almost double the spend of purchases below $2USD, but as the price point increases, so too does the likelihood that global brands will win.

This, however, is changing. Growing share in Asia, Latin America and also parts of Europe including Greece and Spain, local brands saw spend increase by 6.2% in 2015; nearly twice the rate of their global counterparts.

Local brand growth can be attributed to three key drivers. Firstly, the country that they operate in is their world leading to better concentration on fuller regional distribution. Secondly, where global brands are better suited to modern trade, local brands fare better with traditional trade and will therefore flourish in emerging regions. Finally, local brands fill the ‘affordability gap,’ bringing products to consumers who would otherwise be unable to buy them.

By no means does this indicate that growth is over for global brands. Within the top 10 brands alone, Lifebuoy, Lay’s and Dove all managed to not only grow CRPs, but also move at least one place up the ranking.

TOP RECRUITERS
Gaining new buyers is key to growth and, in 2015, some of the world’s biggest brands have added to their – already considerable – buyer base. Despite already being bought by two thirds of households worldwide, Colgate still managed to acquire an additional 40 million households. With their global reach, other personal care brands adding substantial penetration include Dove (31 million extra households), Sunsilk (25 million) and Lifebuoy (24 million). The ranking tells us that there is room for any brand to thrive, whatever the markets and economic conditions in which they operate.

This year’s Brand Footprint report focuses on the broader strategies and tactical options that brands – large and small – have followed in order to grow.
Fundamentals Of Brand Growth

It’s the perennial question on the lips of marketing bosses worldwide: How do brands grow? The question isn’t just asked in a theoretical way; a sound understanding of the principles behind brand growth is important. Increasingly, marketers are seeking evidence-based guidance on how to proceed.

At the heart of what we do is a fundamental belief that scientific evidence starts with observation of shopper behaviour.

Brand Footprint remains wedded to proven doctrines; drawing upon the evidence-based principles to help lay out a clear roadmap for growth in the FMCG market.

Our proprietary data – tallied with consumer and shopper behaviour insight, as well as Euromonitor’s Brand Growth 2020 (BG 20) study – confirms the strength of these principles, ultimately allowing us to identify and confirm the golden rules below; crucial to a sustainable growth strategy.

Only 2% of all brands reach more than 80% of a country’s households

Penetration is King

Brand growth and brand size are both driven by the number of buyers. This remains true across demographics, developed and developing countries and frequently or infrequently purchased categories and brands.

Of all the brands that grew over the past year, 79% of them did so by recruiting more shoppers. Colgate’s performance is case in point. In 2015, it boosted global penetration to 67.7%, adding 40 million new households to its buyer base, more than any other brand in the ranking.

This indicates plenty of headroom for growth, even among the largest brands. Our data shows that the average brand included in the Brand Footprint Top 50 ranking has a global penetration of just 20.2%. In fact, only 2% of all the brands analysed reach more than 80% of a country’s households. Nearly one third command less than 5% penetration.

A lot of marketing time and effort is directed at brand buyers, to the detriment of finding the blind spots, the people who don’t buy your brands. There are plenty of categories where overall adoption rates remain low. In personal care for instance, more than 40% of the global population does not yet purchase deodorants, hair conditioner or make-up.

Moreover, the more loyal shoppers only account for 8% of brand spend.

Most buyers only buy your brand once

Of course, if Colgate can persuade every one of those households to buy its brand on just one more occasion within a 12-month period, then it will have significantly increased annual sales. This is the argument that makes chasing increased frequency look tempting.

However, every brand – regardless of its size – has a frequency curve of a similar shape.

Most buyers will buy once; the second largest proportion will buy twice, and so on. This is a pattern universal to all brands and all categories. Individually, these light buyers may seem insignificant, but their collective contribution to your brand’s success is invaluable. Ignore them at your peril.

The good news is that brands achieving a higher penetration nearly always see an accompanying increase in purchase frequency.
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The most important moment for a brand is when an individual actually purchases it. The key strategic metric leading to brand growth is penetration growth.

It is now widely accepted that you need to increase physical or mental availability to grow a brand’s penetration.

In the first case, smart distribution is key to increase the number of locations in which a shopper can choose your brand - physically or digitally, in and out of home. This needs to be seamless with the right assortment, or digitally, in and out of home. This needs to be seamless with the right assortment.

On the other side, creating “empires in the mind” through advertising and engagement programs help maximise the likelihood that your brand will be remembered, considered, sought and sometimes, command a price premium.

Each brand is a story and though there are many drivers for growth, this new edition of Brand Footprint together with Europanel’s BG 20, confirms that there is hardly any brand growth in FMCG without penetration development. Here, we explore the five strategic options that provide the greatest impact in reaching that goal: more demographics, more occasions, more categories and new categories.

Luis Simoes, Global Chief Strategy Officer, Kantar Worldpanel

**MORE OCCASIONS**

Many manufacturers have enormous headroom for growth by better understanding changing consumer habits. As global populations grow, younger generations with different attitudes command more spending power and the landscape of consumer needs and shopper missions will further fragment.

The rising affluence across Asia, the growth of the ‘greys’ in Europe or the boom of the millennial generation across many of the developing markets, these social shifts offer a multitude of opportunities for agile manufacturers.

The key to building greater demand for a brand lies in spotting the opportunity early and innovating to satisfy the resulting needs and occasions.

- Colgate capitalised on the rise of affluence and personal hygiene in India when it launched Oral Health Care Month. Built on the finding that 47% of India’s population had never visited a dentist. Colgate provided free dental check-ups, an offer taken up by 4.9 million consumers.
- A deep understanding of local events, culture and lifestyle is critical in order to identify new occasions, as shown by Yakult helping consumers remain hydrated during Ramadan and Lifebuoy’s Red packet celebrating Chinese New Year.

**MORE DEMOGRAPHICS**

We have mounting evidence that most successful growth strategies are built through converting non-shoppers either through advertising, line extensions or NPD efforts.

- While Axe is a brand very much targeted at young men, Axe Black has looked to keep them with the deodorant brand as they grow older.
- Unilever’s Dove has trialled a baby range in Brazil, potentially opening up a whole new worldwide demographic.

**MORE OCCASIONS**

The ultimate reward is finding more buyers for your brand as you satisfy new and emerging needs and occasions.

Oral Health Care Month. Built on the finding that 47% of India’s population had never visited a dentist. Colgate provided free dental check-ups, an offer taken up by 4.9 million consumers.

- A deep understanding of local events, culture and lifestyle is critical in order to identify new occasions, as shown by Yakult helping consumers remain hydrated during Ramadan and Lifebuoy’s Red packet celebrating Chinese New Year.

**MORE GEOGRAPHIES**

As only one brand in the ranking has a global penetration of more than 50%, every manufacturer has an opportunity to expand across geographies. But, to achieve significant penetration in a new country, brands must choose: either to adapt products and positioning to the local market, or trade on their native heritage.

- Snack brands Lay’s and Doritos have proven to be masters of this strategy, with the former launching in Brazil and Italy and the latter into India.
- A number of brands are expanding out of their Asian strongholds, such as Yakult into Myanmar and UAE, and Indomie noodles to Turkey.

**MORE CATEGORIES**

Moving your brand across categories means that you can both attract new buyers to your brand and give existing customers a reason to buy more.

Many brands have used the equity, trust and goodwill they have built in existing categories as they expand into adjacent categories.

- Detail is a great exponent of this approach. Starting as an antiseptic liquid over 80 years ago, its portfolio has expanded to soaps, liquid soap, shaving cream, plasters and several other products which trade on its strong brand equity.
- Most recently, it conducted research finding that 80% of children’s cuddly toys harbour potentially dangerous bacteria. The resulting ‘Care For Your Bear’ campaign successfully reitereted the promise of its anti-bacterial laundry detergent to kill 99.9% of germs on a child’s teddy.

**NEW CATEGORIES**

Perhaps the Holy Grail for the marketer is to establish a new category – no mean feat in a marketplace bursting with categories and littered with failed attempts to carve out a new niche.

If successful, it will allow a brand to add value to its portfolio, and while other brand owners will follow and look to replicate its success, it gives the first to market the enviable position of being the name most associated with that category.

- The big laundry brands have excelled at creating new categories, with Lenor Unstoppables creating a range of scent boosters and, this year, Downy Fresh offering a deodorant for clothes.
- If you’re as clever a Amore Pacific, you might find you can create a new category with an existing product, by swapping its primary and secondary attributes. Its Colour Control Cushion Compact was originally launched in South Korea in 2008 as a sun protection product that happened to have a colour tint. However, if failed to ignite demand, until it was repositioned in 2012 as a foundation that happened to have a sun protection factor (SPF)
## Brand Footprint Global Ranking Top 50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank 2015</th>
<th>Rank 2014</th>
<th>Rank Change</th>
<th>Brand Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Consumer Reach Points (m)</th>
<th>Penetration % 2015</th>
<th>Frequency 2015</th>
<th>Consumer Reach Points Growth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coca-Cola Company</td>
<td>The Coca-Cola Company</td>
<td>6,384</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive Company</td>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive Company</td>
<td>4,251</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>2,085</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>2,137</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>2,196</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>2,164</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>2,047</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,989</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,859</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,874</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,584</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,529</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>1,432</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,417</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>1,386</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>1,259</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive Company</td>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive Company</td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>P&amp;G</td>
<td>1,198</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>Unilever</td>
<td>1,014</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Coca-Cola Company</td>
<td>The Coca-Cola Company</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Danone</td>
<td>Danone</td>
<td>1,047</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ajinomoto</td>
<td>Ajinomoto</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mondelēz</td>
<td>Mondelēz</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kantar Worldpanel, IRI (USA), GFK (Russia, Turkey, South Africa, Italy, Poland, Germany), IMRB (Sri Lanka, Bangladesh) – 2015
Fastest Growing FMCG Brands

Each year Brand Footprint strives to highlight exceptional brand growth; not just among the global Top 50 ranking but across different regions, categories and countries. Also profiled are two junior brands (those under 10 years old) making a significant dent in the market and challenging their elder competitors.

Together, these are potentially the next generation of brand giants; each increasingly winning at the moment of truth.

High Flyers

**NUTELLA:** Pancakes love Nutella

Italian brand Nutella celebrated a highly successful 2015, seeing positive growth in all regions, and climbing five places in the global ranking.

Recruiting 7.2 million new shoppers over the course of the year, Nutella is among the fastest growing brands in the top 150 ranking. Growth is most notable in the Middle East where it rose 14 places in the ranking and experienced a 24.3% increase in CRPs.

In 2015, the brand tapped into and promoted a ‘new’ usage occasion: Pancake Day. Already a Shrove Tuesday favourite, it built on these existing memory structures and opened up opportunities to engage with hungry consumers, providing downloadable Nutella Pancake Day Party invitations for hosts to send out.

Such is the strength of this association, many retailers that recognised Pancake Day as a shopping occasion, accordingly placed jars of Nutella alongside the shop floors.

**Rapid Risers**

**DOLCE GUSTO:** The modern art of coffee

Nestlé’s Dolce Gusto brand continues to move up the ranking, increasing its CRPs by 12.3% in 2015 and recruiting 2.3 million shoppers. Europe remains the brand’s heartland, posting double digit growth in Spain (+10% CRP), France (+20.5% CRP) and particularly the UK, a small market growing fast with a 26.5% CRP uplift.

**Downy:** Scent of a woman

The P&G fabric softener remains one of the fastest growing global brands for the third year running. This year, it continues to go from strength to strength, increasing its CRPs by 10.8%. Growth has been largely fuelled by the Asian markets where it continued to expand by encouraging an extra product to become a core part of the laundry cycle.

**Red Bull:** Flying up the ranking

Cafe, bar and other out of home outlets serve up important innovations that later end up selling in the take-home channel. Nearly 30 years ago Red Bull energy drink started out primarily as a drink sold in European bars. Linking with a variety of extreme sports has helped make Red Bull one of the fastest growing beverages brands, its CRPs up 16.4% globally.

In 2015, for example, the Timeless Collection was launched in Asia, reaching into occasions long confined to the personal care space such as perfumes. Each product in the range was designed by famous fashion houses to emulate the scent of iconic movie stars. Using the tagline ‘Do men notice their women?’ the brand drew a groundbreaking but convincing connection between a woman’s laundry scent and her personal style and allure.

Following a similar strategy aimed at families, Downy extended its Infusions line with a Sweet Dreams collection. The new collection uses the tagline ‘Tuck in, Turn off!’ during Sleep Awareness Week. A new category, which added to consumers’ laundry repertoire, invited shoppers to enjoy the benefits of calming scents on their bed linen. A good night’s sleep, said Downy, starts in the laundry room.

Junior Brands (selling for less than 10 years)
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Cafe, bar and other out of home outlets serve up important innovations that later end up selling in the take-home channel. Nearly 30 years ago Red Bull energy drink started out primarily as a drink sold in European bars. Linking with a variety of extreme sports has helped make Red Bull one of the fastest growing beverages brands, its CRPs up 16.4% globally.

In 2015, for example, the Timeless Collection was launched in Asia, reaching into occasions long confined to the personal care space such as perfumes. Each product in the range was designed by famous fashion houses to emulate the scent of iconic movie stars. Using the tagline ‘Do men notice their women?’ the brand drew a groundbreaking but convincing connection between a woman’s laundry scent and her personal style and allure.

Following a similar strategy aimed at families, Downy extended its Infusions line with a Sweet Dreams collection. The new collection uses the tagline ‘Tuck in, Turn off!’ during Sleep Awareness Week. A new category, which added to consumers’ laundry repertoire, invited shoppers to enjoy the benefits of calming scents on their bed linen. A good night’s sleep, said Downy, starts in the laundry room.

**Sunsilk:** A lesson in core and flex

While it beautifully adapts to different markets and demographics, Sunsilk’s core brand mission — to help women all over the world get hair on their side — stays true the world over. It has shown that global ambitions can work successfully with very local execution. Sunsilk is the fastest growing global FMCG brand in 2015. But two thirds of the brand’s CRPs come from just five countries — India, Philippines, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Brazil. In Asia alone the brand attracted 22m new households.

The lighthearted ‘language of hair’ campaign in Vietnam showed women what their secret language might be saying to others when they played with their hair.

Brazil is the brand’s biggest non-Asian market where Natural Recharge’s packaging could be exchanged for mobile phone credits. In Argentina, the brand was re-launched and rejuvenated targeting a younger consumer with celebrity endorsement from Lali Esposito and a strong digital campaign.

**Top 10 Global Risers**

1. **Dolce Gusto**
2. **Nestlè baby products**
3. **Sunsilk**
4. **Sunlight**
5. **Dove**
6. **Barilla**
7. **Close-up**
8. **Sprite**
9. **Lay’s**
10. **Downy**

Source: Kantar Worldpanel – Global – Based on CRP Growth 2015 vs 2014
Brand Leaders Speak

DANA ANDERSON

SVP and Chief Marketing Officer
Mondelez International

What is your view on how brands grow?
First, there has to be incredible focus across the business, leaving no room to be distracted by anything that can act against your purpose. At Mondelez, for example, our focus is on our snacking portfolio. That’s the centrepiece: we know the size of the market and how fast it’s growing, the margins it carries, and how consumers feel about it.

The second challenge is to become organised for growth. We’ve changed our organisation considerably in this regard: we have a working structure which allows for it.

A fact-based foundation for your movement is the third growth imperative. We started this process with a decision about must-win markets and brands and matching them up like a giant board. We decided where and to what extent we are going to pay attention.

The final element is a specific belief in how growth happens. It’s not just about people make decisions, how they seek information, and what they are focused on. It’s about being in the right place at the right time, having the right product and service, and the right brand.

Know your purpose – that’s what I think will drive success.

The business unit was created by parent JBS to house recent acquisition Seara — Brazil’s largest exporter of chicken, and a processor and packer of many other meat products, spanning burgers, hams and ready-meals.

What makes JBS unique as a business?
Our first strength is our culture of maintaining a high performance team, with sense of urgency, ownership and a focus on results. All of our businesses are very focused on quality — quality of products, of service, and of the relationship with the customers.

What is your general view on how FMCG brands can grow?
What do you see happening to the FMCG market over the next five years?
What do you think will define brand success in the future?
What is your strategy for growth?

OREO, THE WORLD’S MOST CHOSEN BISCUIT

How do you explain the shifting consumer landscape and how do you think it will evolve in the coming years?
At Mondelez, we call it ‘the new fluidity’. There’s an abundance of choices. We have a freedom to move between these choices with ease. Boundaries are disappearing, either real, space, time, geography, social, and we have more acceptable solutions to a broader spectrum of problems.

 Those are contributing factors, but the greatest disruptor was the miniaturisation of technology. My mobility and my ability to create my own fluidity have increased because of that. That’s the biggest change in how people make decisions, how they seek out the available options, and our need to understand that, respect that.

What has been your biggest brand building success in 2018?
There are many examples, but one of them has to be Oreo – a huge, iconic brand for us. In 2014 we launched a new thinner sandwich cookie called Oreo Thins in China.

What’s interesting is that Oreo is one of those snacks where you would think it impossible to improve on the original. But people love Oreo Thins. The shape, the change in how you could eat your Oreo drove penetration by tapping into new usage occasions but we also recruited shoppers who wanted smaller amounts, or maybe didn’t want so many calories.

President, JBS FOODS

JBS Foods is the most recently-launched division of Brazil-based global meat processing giant JBS S.A. The latter is the world’s largest exporter of animal protein, selling meat to more than 150 countries.

A major player in South America and overseas, JBS controls a number of meat and food products stamped with an array of brands.

What’s been your biggest success in 2018?
We have invested a lot in quality and innovation, and the consumers are with us now. We are constantly improving our operational excellence at a service level, and in innovation, we are improving the processes of making foods. We launched more than 100 products in 2015 as we strive to meet consumer preferences.

What is your general view on how FMCG brands can grow?
The FMCG market is very complex, and I think brands need to create, to work with and meet changing consumer needs, such as creating new categories. Retail is changing as well. I think the first reaction in this industry now is to focus on promotion and pricing strategy, especially in Brazil. But that is only one part of what a brand must do. What makes the brand grow, with profitability, is relevance and differentiation. Quality and innovation are key in this context. There’s no way of growing without exceeding consumer expectations.

What consumer behaviour has surprised you in the last five years?
The increasingly health-conscious nature of consumers today. A few years ago consumers only seemed to differentiate between light, diet and vitamin-add products. What we see nowadays is that consumers are able to describe a product’s attributes, like whether it’s low sodium, gluten-free, lactose-free, or how many protein and carbs it contains. This trend has become much stronger over the past five years, driving our industry to seek out alternative products that offer these benefits or attributes. We need to do that without compromising flavour and price.

What do you see happening to the FMCG market over the next five years?
There will be further advances in technology, we will have consumers that are even more conscious about health and brand owners will have to increasingly take into account the environment. Consumers will demand even more quality from the industry and from brands. Brands will need to listen to their consumers, and to innovate and align their strategies to meet those demands.

Digital media growth will continue, and the brands will need to diversify investments to creatively develop new ways to engage with consumers.

Another area that’s very important is to focus on e-commerce. There are many segments, especially among FMCG, that are currently not available through this channel, and in Brazil, we don’t have a large take-up of it yet. But it is growing.

SEARA WON 12M BRAZILIAN HOUSEHOLDS IN THE PAST 4 YEARS

Source: Kantar Worldpanel Brazil 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>43.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Number 1 Brand by Country

These are the most chosen FMCG brands in countries around the world, each revealing a small insight into both the social mores and the brand savvy which contributed to their success.

**AMERICAS**
- Argentina
- Bolivia
- Brazil
- Central America
- Chile
- Colombia
- Ecuador
- Mexico
- Peru
- USA
- Venezuela

**EUROPE**
- France
- Germany
- Greece
- Ireland
- Italy
- Poland
- Portugal
- Spain
- Turkey
- UK

**ASIA**
- Bangladesh
- China
- India
- Indonesia
- Philippines
- Malaysia
- South Korea
- Sri Lanka
- Taiwan
- Thailand
- Vietnam

**AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST**
- Saudi Arabia
- South Africa

**BUILDING CONSUMER TRUST THROUGH INNOVATION**

It is no surprise that the majority of brands seen on this map are local champions, developing products which effectively identify and celebrate the cultural appetite of the people buying them.

2015 saw home-grown brands Colanta and Yili rise to the number one spots in Colombia and China, fending off other beloved local brands.

Growing its CRPs by 5% in 2015,

Chinese dairy brand Yili is a masterclass in innovative thinking from the boardroom to the billboard. Its chairman, Pan Gang, led the management team on a tour around Europe to visit Yili’s multinational peers, trade bodies and academic groups.

Together, they challenged their own creative techniques and exchanged ideas around corporate culture, precision management and food safety, in a global context.

Meanwhile, its marketing department leveraged the brand’s extensive portfolio to build mental availability and drive growth. The premium UHT brand, Milk Satine, registered growth following a nationwide marketing campaign which used popular Chinese singer, songwriter and actress Wang Faye as the brand ambassador.

QQ Star, Yili’s flavoured milk drink sponsored the reality television show Dad! Where are we going? popular among its target audience: children and parents. This resulted in an impressive 14% value growth for the brand.

Driven by fresh thinking at the top and brilliant execution on the ground, Yili retained its solid reputation among Chinese consumers and rose to the top of the country ranking for the first time. Yili boasts exceptional rates of penetration (88.5%) which means that it is bought by nine out of 10 Chinese urban households.
Successful local brands have a head start in understanding how their consumers shop. Local culture, lifestyle, history and infrastructure shape the retail landscape and shopping habits.

Global and regional brands have to work even harder at executing shopping plans in a local way that resonates with retail customers and consumers. From French supermarkets growing mushrooms in store, to cotton candy sellers going door to door in Egypt, the way we shop for FMCG hugely varies across the globe. However, consumers the world over share one demand: convenience.

**PHYSICAL CONVENIENCE**

Ease of access is always top of the list when it comes to choosing a store: 77% of Chinese shoppers prefer a store close to home, while half of British shoppers cite location as key reason for choosing their supermarket, well ahead of price and range. Not all consumers interact with brands through supermarkets. In the Philippines and Thailand so called ‘modern trade’ accounts for only 30% of sales, compared to around 80% in Western Europe.

Coca-Cola famously pioneered with its aim to be ‘within an arm’s reach of desire’. Especially in markets where modern trade is not well developed, brands are finding innovative ways to take the product out to the consumer. Mobile coffee stalls have become a common sight across Africa. The ‘Yakult Ladies’ show the strength of a dedicated distribution network: a dedicated workforce of mainly women, who fulfil the dual role of being brand ambassadors and physically delivering the product.

**TECHNOLOGICAL CONVENIENCE**

New developments are helping remove friction on the path to purchase. Mobile accessibility is changing how shoppers interact with e-commerce, and using a phone or tablet is becoming the normal way of shopping online. By 2018 it is projected that 71% of global internet users will be using a smartphone. Whether accessed through mobile or more traditional computers, e-commerce FMCG sales continue to grow strongly, up by 15% globally in 2015. South Koreans still lead the way, buying 13.7% of their groceries online. ‘Perhaps surprising is how the take up of e-commerce doesn’t necessarily follow the national take-up of technology such as broadband’, observes Stéphane Roger, Global Shopper & Retail Director, Kantar Worldpanel. “While the French and British have embraced online shopping, it has yet to make a serious impact in the United States”. Latin America and large parts of Asia need to address issues of infrastructure and geography before e-commerce can thrive. Despite these challenges, e-commerce is projected to command a global 9% share of FMCG sales by 2025.

Cashless payment is changing the way shoppers buy products globally. Apple Pay, M-Pesa and contactless cards make purchasing items quicker for shoppers and cheaper for retailers. The mobile phone-based platform, M-Pesa, has seen huge success in Kenya, spanning both wealthy and developing communities, making FMCG purchasing more accessible.

Converting the virtual transaction into the physical product in the consumer’s hand has presented both an opportunity and a serious challenge for online retail. The challenge comes from the high cost of picking and delivery, potentially wiping out any retailer margin.

French retailers have had success in mitigating some of these costs and growing the online channel through the ‘drive’ model, where shoppers come to the store to pick up their pre-ordered baskets. Amazon clearly see an opportunity, rolling out same day delivery options in the UK. While not necessarily cheap, quick delivery brings more missions, such as ‘dinner for tonight’ into the e-commerce realm. It remains to be seen if feverish speculation around the use of drones for home delivery soon turns into a reality or remains a science fiction.

**MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION**

Motorbike 96% Vietnam
Car 86% Spain

**PURCHASE TRIPS PER YEAR**

Argentina 100
Peru 304

**INTERNET ACCESS AT HOME**

www 94% Mexico

www 3% India

**PRIVATE LABEL SHARE%**

Brazil 0.6%

UK 48%

Discount retailers have thrived, particularly in Europe in recent years, opening more stores has increased their physical availability and made them more convenient for more people. Phil Dorsett, Expert Solutions Director UK, observes: “As purse strings tighten, budget-conscious shoppers in Europe are continuing to turn to discounters for their FMCG needs. Aldi and Lidl in the UK now account for 10% of the market; that’s twice as much as three years ago.”

Some observers attribute the discounters’ success in part to having smaller product ranges. Faced with an overwhelming number of options on supermarket shelves, it has been suggested that limited choice actually acts as a magnet for shoppers. One reaction has been for mainstream retailers to streamline ranges. In 2015, Tesco shocked the market when it announced it would no longer stock beer brand Carlsberg to reduce the number of beer brands on its shelves.

However, as the big retailers reduce lines, discounters may well consider introducing more branded and premium own label items to widen appeal and avoid a growth plateau. In the UK, only 10% of lines in discounters are brands, however in Germany, where discounters possess around a quarter of the market, these stores are around 30% branded.

The ultimate inconvenience for a shopper is the retailer being closed, a problem that has disappeared in one Swedish supermarket. Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week the store has no staff, and is completely self-service for pre-registered shoppers. Barcode scanning is used to both enter the store and select items for purchase.

**CONVENIENCE IN ALL FORMS IS KING**

Shoppers demand convenience of use in the products they buy, and also how they buy them. Not just convenience stores, though physical location and proximity retains its importance. Technology is clearly lubricating the path to purchase, and successful manufacturers and retailers are collaborating to use technology and address the consumer’s ongoing need for convenience in all its guises.

Source: Kantar Worldpanel – Family food 2015 + FMCG
In Focus: Home Care

Unilever in particular has responded to the challenges faced by time-poor working women, especially in countries experiencing rapid urbanisation.

A CATEGORY OF PARENTS

The arrival of children changes everything. A couple that does laundry twice a week to have their clothes soft and smelling good, will find their priorities and routines changed overnight. Parents, now making an average of four weekly washes, choose brands with bigger pack sizes and look for messages on stain removal, sensitive skin and anti-bacterial properties.

Domestos is a master of the latter and last year paired with UNICEF to promise ‘no more sick days’; a global drive to facilitate toilet access, ultimately reducing the number of sick days in schools. This campaign, founded in social purpose, helped the brand enter 2m new households in 2015.

While not only aimed at mothers, P&G’s EverydayMe lifestyle website connects globally with women through local content. Home care is wrapped up with personal care, food and family issues into a holistic lifestyle guide

AUTOMATION AND THE SERVICE ECONOMY

Long-term trends observed in Europe and the USA, such as the transformation from washing powders to liquids, began reaching into Latin America and parts of Asia at a rapid pace. Growth of these new formats was carried by a broader swing towards premiumisation in those regions.

Sixty per cent of the world population still washes clothes manually – peaking in India at 92% – often using bar soap and other products that no longer exist in the West. Household access to washing machines is becoming more prevalent globally but stark contrasts remain. In Kenya and India, between 2% and 3% of the population have automated washing machines; among Brazilian and Mexican households this rises to 62% and 71% respectively.

For developed nations such as South Korea, the UK, Spain and Portugal, a minimum of 9 in 10 households use washing machines as part of their laundry regime. In some of these countries, this looks set to evolve further. There is a small but growing interest in external services: at some London Underground stations, commuters can drop off laundry and have it returned clean and ironed within 24 hours.

CHANGING RESPONSIBILITIES

Another prominent social shift facing home care marketers is a continued increase in women working outside the home. This does not always positively correlate with men assuming more responsibility for household chores; rather, less time often dedicated to the home overall.

Ariel’s Share the Load campaign in India last year encouraged men to become more active in housekeeping responsibilities. This saw the brand grow its CRPs by 7.7% in Asia.

MULTI-BENEFIT

“Manufacturers are broadening their range of products by folding brands within their existing portfolio together to provide an additional benefit,” says Simon Skeldon, Global Account Director Kantar Worldpanel.

In the UK, P&G launched the ‘Clean and Care’ range. Combining two strong products – skincare brand Olay and home care stalwart, Fairy – a new amalgamated category is created: clean dishes and softer hands.

THE FUTURE

Identifying and aiding real human problems represents an opportunity for those in the home care category.

Winning brands are already making strides in understanding the person behind the purchase. In 2015, Unilever’s Sunlight partnered with social enterprise NextDrop to launch a branded text service in Mysore, India, alerting women to when water will be available, saving time for education or earning a living.

There are two factors which will determine the future of home care, agrees Simon Skeldon: “sustainability and water. The more access to water, the more complex and sophisticated our cleaning can be. This will impact the way products are made across the globe.”

BRAND STORY – HARPIC

Few brands can claim a stronger commitment to social responsibility than RB’s Harpic. For the past four years, it has been in partnership with Save the Children in India to address water sanitation issues and use the brand to raise awareness about good hygiene practices.

The initiative – Hope with Harpic – was founded in response to the 2011 census of India. It showed that 53% of the country’s households have no toilet, contributing to waterborne disease and death, particularly among children.

In November last year, in partnership with Detol and the World Toilet Organisation, Harpic announced the opening of the first World Toilet College in Rishikesh in March 2016. The college will teach students the skills needed to design and build toilets, and is primarily aimed at young people.

In the past year alone, the Hope with Harpic initiative has seen the brand grow its CRPs by 27.6% in one of the world’s biggest markets, boosting its position in the Indian ranking by 13 places.
much of that growth is taking place outside big cities. With example, is growing at a faster rate than many markets but "In developing markets," Martin continues, "fragmentation is players adapt to changing tastes faster than the giants.” afforded to the multinationals have become eroded as smaller traditional flavours or new formats. The advantages of scale increasingly specific needs; be that free-from products, non-markets, consumers are demanding products tailored to This is what Alison Martin, Director at Kantar Worldpanel, Across the world, consumer attitudes towards food are changing, albeit at different paces and sometimes in different directions. This is what Alison Martin, Director at Kantar Worldpanel, calls the fragmentation of consumer demand. “In Western markets, consumers are demanding products tailored to increasingly specific needs; be that free-from products, non-traditional flavours or new formats. The advantages of scale afforded to the multinationals have become eroded as smaller players adapt to changing tastes faster than the giants.” "In developing markets," Martin continues, "fragmentation is less about product than about regional dynamics. China, for example, is growing at a faster rate than many markets but much of that growth is taking place outside big cities. With Western giants structurally suited to hitting big cities with volume and less able to distribute into the regional cities, local players are flourishing.” Indeed, while on a global level, the fastest growing brands in the food ranking include Barilla (+7% CRP), Lay’s (+3.8% CRP) and Doritos (+3.7% CRP), tastes remain inherently local. Among the top 10 local FMCG players growing fastest in value, seven of them are food brands.

Giles Quick, Director of Kantar Worldpanel’s usage panel in the UK, agrees that a key element for brand growth will be versatility. “The splintered shopper landscape makes for fertile ground,” he says, which – if leveraged correctly – can provide an opportunity to create distinction. Personalisation and mass customisation will soon be possible with technologies like 3D printing. “When I visit a supermarket in the next few years, I will be able to have my food, my way.” Brands that offer convenience and time-saving benefits while still delivering ‘homemade’ flavours will win in this new environment.

THE HEALTH WAVE

Awareness of the quality of ingredients, particularly in packaged goods, has reached an all-time high. While low-calorie variants and fresh produce reign in some Western markets, transparency and safety are watchwords across Asia, where trust in certain belove brands has plummeted.

The moment people reach for a snack or indulge in an extravagent meal, more and more they recognise the consequences it will have on their health. “Consumers are joining up the dots,” says Quick. A third of millennials use their smartphones to track their calories against exercise. Soon the consequences of actions (like eating a particular product) will be very visible and, with it, habits will change. Thirty minutes of high intensity exercise to burn off a snack may be a greater barrier to purchase than the price.

In Europe, where the trend is at its most advanced, the growth of contrasting consumer tribes and identities is evident in the food brands winning in the ranking and in additional Kantar Worldpanel consumption data. Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Barilla’s aim is to target customers leading a gluten-free lifestyle, who may add Gluten-free ranges mark a strategic addition to the pasta category overall. Barilla’s aim is to target customers choosing meat-free options as part of a carnivorous diet, are increasingly choosing meat-free options as sustainability becomes an important influence on their choices. Cold meat producer Rügenwalder, for example, launched a vegetarian range in 2015 to great success.

With one of the highest incidence of coeliac disease in the world, Ireland is seeing free-from variants develop fast. Acting on evidence that American consumers are willing to pay more for certain premium attributes such as whole grain, added nutrients and convenience, Barilla took steps to grow its margins and attract new demographics in the US. Barilla shows that even large multinationals can behave like a convincing local. In France (currently its main export market) where provenance and quality reign, the brand launched its first line of organic pasta, Miloud Benahouda, Barilla’s VP for Western Europe stated that in five years, this range could account for 10% of total sales. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places.
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Giles Quick, Director of Kantar Worldpanel’s usage panel in the UK, agrees that a key element for brand growth will be versatility. “The splintered shopper landscape makes for fertile ground,” he says, which – if leveraged correctly – can provide an opportunity to create distinction. Personalisation and mass customisation will soon be possible with technologies like 3D printing. “When I visit a supermarket in the next few years, I will be able to have my food, my way.” Brands that offer convenience and time-saving benefits while still delivering ‘homemade’ flavours will win in this new environment.

THE HEALTH WAVE

Awareness of the quality of ingredients, particularly in packaged goods, has reached an all-time high. While low-calorie variants and fresh produce reign in some Western markets, transparency and safety are watchwords across Asia, where trust in certain beloved brands has plummeted.

The moment people reach for a snack or indulge in an extravagant meal, more and more they recognise the consequences it will have on their health. “Consumers are joining up the dots,” says Quick. A third of millennials use their smartphones to track their calories against exercise. Soon the consequences of actions (like eating a particular product) will be very visible and, with it, habits will change. Thirty minutes of high intensity exercise to burn off a snack may be a greater barrier to purchase than the price.

In Europe, where the trend is at its most advanced, the growth of contrasting consumer tribes and identities is evident in the food brands winning in the ranking and in additional Kantar Worldpanel consumption data. Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Barilla’s aim is to target customers leading a gluten-free lifestyle, who may add gluten-free ranges mark a strategic addition to the pasta category overall. Barilla’s aim is to target customers choosing meat-free options as part of a carnivorous diet, are increasingly choosing meat-free options as sustainability becomes an important influence on their choices. Cold meat producer Rügenwalder, for example, launched a vegetarian range in 2015 to great success.

With one of the highest incidence of coeliac disease in the world, Ireland is seeing free-from variants develop fast. Acting on evidence that American consumers are willing to pay more for certain premium attributes such as whole grain, added nutrients and convenience, Barilla took steps to grow its margins and attract new demographics in the US. Barilla shows that even large multinationals can behave like a convincing local. In France (currently its main export market) where provenance and quality reign, the brand launched its first line of organic pasta, Miloud Benahouda, Barilla’s VP for Western Europe stated that in five years, this range could account for 10% of total sales. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places.

Across the world, consumer attitudes towards food are changing, albeit at different paces and sometimes in different directions. This is what Alison Martin, Director at Kantar Worldpanel, calls the fragmentation of consumer demand. “In Western markets, consumers are demanding products tailored to increasingly specific needs; be that free-from products, non-traditional flavours or new formats. The advantages of scale afforded to the multinationals have become eroded as smaller players adapt to changing tastes faster than the giants.” "In developing markets," Martin continues, "fragmentation is less about product than about regional dynamics. China, for example, is growing at a faster rate than many markets but much of that growth is taking place outside big cities. With

Western giants structurally suited to hitting big cities with volume and less able to distribute into the regional cities, local players are flourishing.” Indeed, while on a global level, the fastest growing brands in the food ranking include Barilla (+7% CRP), Lay’s (+3.8% CRP) and Doritos (+3.7% CRP), tastes remain inherently local. Among the top 10 local FMCG players growing fastest in value, seven of them are food brands.

Giles Quick, Director of Kantar Worldpanel’s usage panel in the UK, agrees that a key element for brand growth will be versatility. “The splintered shopper landscape makes for fertile ground,” he says, which – if leveraged correctly – can provide an opportunity to create distinction. Personalisation and mass customisation will soon be possible with technologies like 3D printing. “When I visit a supermarket in the next few years, I will be able to have my food, my way.” Brands that offer convenience and time-saving benefits while still delivering ‘homemade’ flavours will win in this new environment.
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Awareness of the quality of ingredients, particularly in packaged goods, has reached an all-time high. While low-calorie variants and fresh produce reign in some Western markets, transparency and safety are watchwords across Asia, where trust in certain beloved brands has plummeted.

The moment people reach for a snack or indulge in an extravagant meal, more and more they recognise the consequences it will have on their health. “Consumers are joining up the dots,” says Quick. A third of millennials use their smartphones to track their calories against exercise. Soon the consequences of actions (like eating a particular product) will be very visible and, with it, habits will change. Thirty minutes of high intensity exercise to burn off a snack may be a greater barrier to purchase than the price.

In Europe, where the trend is at its most advanced, the growth of contrasting consumer tribes and identities is evident in the food brands winning in the ranking and in additional Kantar Worldpanel consumption data. Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Pursuit of a healthy lifestyle is demonstrated by a growth in free-from ranges and low calorie alternatives. Irish food giant Kelkin’s Barilla’s aim is to target customers leading a gluten-free lifestyle, who may add gluten-free ranges mark a strategic addition to the pasta category overall. Barilla’s aim is to target customers choosing meat-free options as part of a carnivorous diet, are increasingly choosing meat-free options as sustainability becomes an important influence on their choices. Cold meat producer Rügenwalder, for example, launched a vegetarian range in 2015 to great success.

With one of the highest incidence of coeliac disease in the world, Ireland is seeing free-from variants develop fast. Acting on evidence that American consumers are willing to pay more for certain premium attributes such as whole grain, added nutrients and convenience, Barilla took steps to grow its margins and attract new demographics in the US. Barilla shows that even large multinationals can behave like a convincing local. In France (currently its main export market) where provenance and quality reign, the brand launched its first line of organic pasta, Miloud Benahouda, Barilla’s VP for Western Europe stated that in five years, this range could account for 10% of total sales. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places. Barilla’s ranking was up 32 places.
In Focus: Beverages

TOP 10 BEVERAGE BRANDS GLOBALLY BY CRP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CRP Growth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>6,284 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td>2,164 -1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nescafe</td>
<td>2,013 -3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td>1,050 +4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanta</td>
<td>877 -2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milo</td>
<td>833 -4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang</td>
<td>818 -7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipton</td>
<td>682 +2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatorade</td>
<td>564 +4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Dew</td>
<td>561 -1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kantar Worldpanel 2015 - CRP in millions

Coca-Cola remains the market leader, reaching 66% of the world’s population. It’s been a good year for Red Bull (Position 9, growing CRPs by 8%). Sprite is the fastest growing brand in the top 10.

BITTERSWEET

Previously quiet concerns about overall sugar consumption, and soft drinks’ contribution to sugar in the diet took to centre stage. Fruit juice was hardest hit, with carbonates also losing favour with consumers. The UK’s largest retailer Tesco pledged to reduce the sugar content of own label soft drinks by 5% a year, and remove from sale children’s juice drinks with added sugar. The UK government will be imposing a sugar tax on soft drinks in 2018 joining Mexico, France, Finland, Hungary and Poland in an attempt to reduce sugar consumption.

Soft drink brands wanting to grow have duly noted the triple threat from changed consumer awareness about sugar, retailer listing policies and government action and have responded in a number of ways.

One strategy has been to place more emphasis on no calorie variants. In 2015 Red Bull launched their Zero Calories sub-brand, particularly looking to appeal to the health conscious millennial generation. Rival brand Monster energy has followed a similar strategy, with the zero sugar, zero calorie ‘Ultra’ variant.

Another option is for brands to offer some positive health benefits as well as keeping an eye on sugar levels. Yakult have found success in China through the lower calorie ‘blue cap’ version of the yoghurt drink, while also offering consumers the chance to increase calcium intake. The Tropicana Essentials range mixes fruit juice with vegetables giving enhanced levels of vitamins and fibre. Innocent, for a long time a byword for fruit smoothies, has embraced vegetable drinks as well as launching into coconut water.

AS CLEAR AS WATER

Around the world 1 in 10 people still lack access to safe water, according to water.org. Drinking water brands whether bottled or in a dispenser format offer at least a partial solution for some of the problems brought about by the lack of running water and adequate sanitation.

Meanwhile mineral water brands are thriving in developed markets, partly as consumers turn away from sugary drinks. The largest water brands are all growing CRP: Volvic +9%, Perrier +10% and Pure Life +4%.

Even in its European heartland, Volvic commands only 8% penetration. The enhanced water market, such as Volvic’s Touch of Fruit sub-brand, looks to capture consumers moving away from juice and carbonates but still looking for flavour. These waters are a hit with children and health-conscious young women, reaching out to shoppers who wouldn’t want plain water all of the time. The lines are blurring between water and juice drinks. Looking to grow by expanding across categories, Volvic Juicy extends the brand from core mineral water.

NEW WAYS TO THINK ABOUT DRINK

Beverage packaging lends itself well to innovation. Tapping into ever busier lives and increased consumer awareness of hydration levels, mineral water brand Vittel debuted a bottle cap with a built-in timer. Every hour, the cap raises a flag alerting the consumer to drink some more water.

Coca-Cola is now helping to export connections for those away from their family. Under the ‘Hello Happiness’ banner Coca-Cola in Dubai turned used bottle caps into currency. In a specially constructed phone booth, migrant workers could phone home by inserting a bottle cap as payment for the call.

DRINKING OUT OF THE HOME

Café, bar and other out of home outlets serve up important innovations that later end up in the take home channel. Still small in supermarkets, but growing CRP rapidly (+19%) is the Starbucks brand, the ultimate out of home franchise moving to target new occasions in the take home channel.

In many countries, out of home consumption is growing ahead of static take home sales. In the UK, coffee shop sales are up by 6% in a year; even supermarkets have boosted out of home sales by 4%. Spanish consumers reduced OOH during the recession but are now returning, although mainly at the weekend.

Consumption of out of home consumption is growing ahead of static take home sales. In the UK, coffee shop sales are up by 6% in a year; even supermarkets have boosted out of home sales by 4%. Spanish consumers reduced OOH during the recession but are now returning, although mainly at the weekend.

In China, Sprite has turned cans into communication touchpoints. Snapcodes printed on packaging encourage consumers to connect via Snapchat to a set of 15 Generation Z influencers. The selected singers, skaters, surfers and artists have been carefully chosen to represent the brand values.

In Brazil, Sprite has turned cans into communication touchpoints. Snapcodes printed on packaging encourage consumers to connect via Snapchat to a set of 15 Generation Z influencers. The selected singers, skaters, surfers and artists have been carefully chosen to represent the brand values.

BRAND STORY – SPRITE

Sprite found an additional 15.9m shoppers in 2015, with overall CRP rising by 3.9%.

The US remains the single biggest market for the brand, and still one of the growth drivers. Sprite has a long association with hip-hop music, using rappers in 1990s television commercials. Today, hip-hop is in the American cultural mainstream, as shown by its limited edition Sprite cans quoting lyrics from some of the musical genre’s most admired artists.

In Brazil, Sprite has turned cans into communication touchpoints. Snapcodes printed on packaging encourage consumers to connect via Snapchat to a set of 15 Generation Z influencers. The selected singers, skaters, surfers and artists have been carefully chosen to represent the brand values.
**In Focus: Health and Beauty**

**TOP 10 HEALTH & BEAUTY BRANDS GLOBALLY BY CRP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CRP Growth %</th>
<th>Source: Kantar Worldpanel 2015 – CRP in millions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colgate</td>
<td>2,658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifebuoy</td>
<td>1,845</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dove</td>
<td>1,198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunsilk</td>
<td>1,098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lux</td>
<td>918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantene</td>
<td>987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmolive</td>
<td>921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupeodent</td>
<td>891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head &amp; Shoulders</td>
<td>871</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nivea</td>
<td>791</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health and beauty is top of the FMCG category class, with eight out of the top 10 health and beauty brands growing their CRPs this year.

Unlike in food, where local tastes demand locally tailored products, the very biggest manufacturers such as Colgate–Palmolive, Unilever and Procter & Gamble are successfully growing their brands in local markets across the globe.

These big brands are exploiting the available penetration headroom, so even Colgate, the brand chosen globally by the most people, has managed to find another 40 million buying households. On average, the rest of the top 10 are only reaching 25% of the world population.

Brands have helped entire populations raise everyday hygiene standards, and offer rising middle classes affordable luxury.

**EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY**

Consumers see no contradiction in wanting beauty products pure and natural as they simultaneously embrace technology.

L’Oréal’s Makeup Genius applies bronzer, eye shadow, lip gloss and eyeliner in real time using facial recognition technology. The app scans your face and then allows you to try different products or entire make up looks. You can then share your selfie and purchase the products directly through the app.

In China and elsewhere the Clarasonic electronic revolving brush system promised to effectively remove make up, deep cleanse skin and, pointedly, remove the pollution that comes from living in a modern industrial world. Clarasonic creates a new, or at least enhanced category beyond the old manual make-up removal method, learning from previous electric toothbrush and shaving innovations.

Colgate introduced more technology and innovation to the market this year, including its power toothbrushes, which come with USB chargers and nice simple cases.

Dove wanted consumers to love your curls through the modern medium of emoticons, showcasing the huge variety of hairstyles worn by women and girls with curly hair.

North American consumers have long been sceptical of spray deodorants and anti-perspirants, worrying about potentially messy application and the environmental impact of propellants. Axe, Degree and Dove have addressed this by launching their dry spray variants in the United States. The canisters and dispensers have been optimised to produce the smallest and driest particles as they come into contact with the skin.

Razor blade innovation has come to the women’s market with Gillette Venus Swirl from P&G. The ‘flexiball’ on which the blades are mounted can rotate in multiple directions, giving a smoother shave around knees and ankles.

**PREVENTION IS KEY**

Repairing damage and maintaining wellness have been joined by prevention as a major health and beauty trend, with brands launching anti-pollution creams, and make-up and skincare with inbuilt UV protection.

Nivea used UV-sensitive dolls in Brazil to show parents and children how important it is to apply sunblock. The dolls went red when exposed to too much sun, illustrating the danger of UV rays, even at times when the average consumer might not think that an SPF cream was needed.

Zendium toothpaste uses enzymes and proteins to boost the mouth’s natural defences, rather than relying on additional chemicals. Unilever acquired Zendium brand back in 2010, rolling out from its Northern European strongholds into France last year, and then to the Middle East.

**PROMOTING HEALTH**

Lifebuoy found innovative ways to attack germs, attaching disinfecting devices to shopping trolley handles in the UAE, and making the red packets traditionally handed out to family and friends at Chinese New Year double up as usable soap.

In Indonesia, where frequent flooding presents sudden hygiene risks, Lifebuoy created a warning system providing mobile alerts and reminding people to wash hands thoroughly.

Attempting to export a cultural norm, Colgate noted 47% of the Indian population had never visited a dentist, prompting them launch ‘oral health month’, resulting in 5 million free dental check-ups across the nation.

Dabur Red Paste, Colgate’s main competitor in the oral care market, prides itself on having the largest herbal and natural product portfolio in the world.

**BRAND STORY – DETTOL**

Dettol is a top riser in 2015, up six places in the global ranking and enjoying 20.5% CRP growth in Asia.

It undertook a noble initiative to promote a sanitation message across the Indian market. According to the 2011 census, over 110 million households in India have no access to basic sanitation. More than half of the Indian population do not wash their hands after using the toilet.

With increasing competition in the soap and hand wash space, Dettol used these statistics to grow its category, igniting a social movement to spread awareness and bring out behavioural change about hygiene and sanitation.

During India’s annual pilgrimage, volunteers distributed branded hand sanitisers, creating a new usage occasion to the market and showing the breadth of its portfolio.

Dettol’s Swachh express bus visited many small towns and over 2,000 villages across India. Innovative marketing techniques and channels such as local radio stations, leafleting and even tannoy were employed to deliver public announcements on the importance of personal sanitation country-wide.

Dettol now counts the United Nations, the Gates Foundation and several other NGOs as its partners in the fight against poor hygiene.

**PERSONAL CARE USAGE PEAKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Time of Day</th>
<th>Why Buy Bar Soap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>6-8am</td>
<td>Anti germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6-8am</td>
<td>Fragrance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>6-8am</td>
<td>Anti germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>9pm</td>
<td>Anti germ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>9pm</td>
<td>Fragrance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% WOMEN USING FRAGRANCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% MEN USING FACIAL CLEANSING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Americas at a Glance

2015 was the worst year for the Latin American economy since the effects of the last global recession hit the region six years previously.

Driven primarily by poor economic conditions in Brazil, this downturn – brutally combined with steep inflation – has inevitably influenced purchase behaviour.

Bad news for the economy was good news for local brands, which largely outperformed their global competitors. Adapting to local tastes, expanding into new categories; these brands know what matters to Latin American consumers, who remain influenced by friends and family.

Distribution is also key: local brands have an advantage from a stronger presence in traditional trade. Bodegas, convenience stores, wholesalers and pharmacies were more popular than ever in 2015. Mexico’s Vive100 meanwhile expanded into Colombia by innovating on convenience: selling energy drinks to drivers at traffic lights.

Mexico: Premium for All Family

Glória
Rexona
Dove
Head & Shoulders
Del Valle

Sources: Kantar Worldpanel - 2015 – % CRP growth

PERU: Growing Success from Home

Local Peruvian brand Anita Food found success by innovating food production. In 2003 the brand developed its own wheat seed that not only suited the country’s climate, but improved on offerings already in the market.

The ‘Anita T.4 seed,’ which was later recognised by the Ministry of Agriculture, was certified and heralded as one of the best six Peruvian seeds. The company has since expanded rapidly across both categories (introducing pasta and cookie ranges) and geographies. Now with a strong portfolio and a total of seven export markets, Anita Food grew its CRPs by 20% in Peru in 2015.

Food Truck

On a local level, home-grown meat giant, Seara grew its CRPs by 35% in 2015, climbing 16 positions in the Brazilian ranking. Last year, it was notable for the launch of the world’s first ‘Social Food Truck’.

The truck served exclusive dishes using the brand’s products, promoting the many different meals and occasions which consumers could try at home. The cost of a meal amounted to just one social media post referencing the brand, deftly joining together an experiential campaign with increasing online conversation and advocacy.

Cost-benefit is a trend gaining relevance in Latin America. Consumers are seeking specialised categories and, in order to stay in budget, compensate spend from other baskets.

Top 5 Growing Brands in LATAM

Gloria
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Dove
Head & Shoulders
Del Valle

There is a growth of consumers who are now searching for fresher, more sustainably raised produce, fresh meat and seafood. Whole Foods and other niche retailers like Trader Joe’s which service customers looking for personalised, more mission-oriented buying experiences are thriving.

Particularly in big cities like New York, high-end private label is going from strength to strength.

There are certain global brands that continue to outperform both globally and locally. Dove has continued to move up the brand ranking and into consumers’ hearts year after year. In 2015, it was among the top five growing brands in Latin America.

The brand’s expansion across categories and demographics into products under the ‘Baby Dove’ banner was launched solely in Brazil last year. Continuing its celebration of ‘real’ people, the brand dismantled the idealistic portrayal of the perfect mother, claiming there were only ‘real mothers’ who want the best for their babies.
Lidl no longer wants to be just a discounter. As it moves more up-market, the retailer has introduced local produce and fresh bread to shop floors in a bid to compete with leading supermarkets. By keeping price points low, Lidl has retained its core bargain-hunter shopper, but these new products and events see it draw in a more affluent audience.

Now targeting a much broader range of socioeconomic groups with the ‘right price’ rather than ‘cheap alternatives’, even its private label brand is going premium.

**FRANCE: THE RIGHT QUALITY AT THE RIGHT PRICE**

The prospect of a divided Europe was not limited to the political landscape in 2015. Brand Footprint data showed a highly fragmented group of shoppers, both within communities and across borders.

The European as a homogenous character is fading away. An older woman in a French hypermarket is likely to choose products with larger print and smaller, easy-to-open packs.

A British Millennial is a rare sight in supermarkets: they prefer prepared meals from smaller stores or a snack from a corner shop to eat on the go.

A young family in Russia, under pressure from rising inflation, is taking advantage of a growing discounter share and decreasing cost of private label products seen in 2015.

The continued popularity of discounters stitches together an otherwise divided continent. While the highest share is in Poland (25.3%), and the lowest at 10% in the UK, both are showing double digit growth.

**TOP 5 GROWING BRANDS IN EUROPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>CRP Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pringles</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutella</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonduelle</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snickers</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Kantar Worldpanel & GFK – 2015 – % CRP growth

Many European brands are finding their own heritage a unique selling point to global markets. Chocolatiers Lindt and Ferrero are masters of this game, both exporting their sweet treats to a growing number of overseas consumers.
Africa and Middle East at a Glance

While Africa remains one of the fastest growing regions globally, growth was an average of 3.7 percent in 2015, down from 4.6 percent in 2014.

Despite this, the GDP in the region is expected to pick up to an average of 4.4% and 4.8% in 2016 and 2017 respectively.

Poverty is abating but remains high: the majority of consumers have little spending power and many purchasing decisions on essential goods are based almost entirely on affordability. Price points and margins remain low by necessity.

Yet there are opportunities for brands. According to the World Bank, annual spending growth in Africa is expected to increase at a faster rate than it is globally. And Africans are also spending more than ever on FMCG.

Kantar Worldpanel data shows significant growth spots across the continent over the past year, particularly in Ghana (+29.4%), Kenya (+9.3%), South Africa (+5.3%) and Nigeria (+5.2%).

Consumers are increasingly price sensitive, especially with FMCG, and smaller brands are faster at responding to market forces. Cooking oil distributor Pwani Life identified a large market of consumers that wanted soap but could not afford it. By tapping into an unused by-product from oil production, the company created an extremely cheap soap product dubbed Sawa (‘okay’ in Swahili). Sales soared to 20% penetration in just over a year, driven mostly by new category buyers.

Young Kenyans are characterised by an entrepreneurial spirit and determination to lift themselves out of poverty. Smart players should therefore diversify their portfolio across multiple price points to increase penetration, while building a strong enough brand to retain relationships with this advancing socioeconomic group.

Modern trade holds a significant 54% value market share in Kenya, in comparison to 46% traditional trade.

ENTERTAINMENT: DETERMINED

Urbanised regions which offer a steady flow of potential customers are natural hotspots for growth. According to the UN, 17 of the 53 urban areas in Africa with a population exceeding one million people are in Nigeria alone, where total CRPs grew by 6.7% in 2015.

While smaller brands cannot afford above-the-line advertising, they find success through direct marketing, point of sale promotions, street flyers and word-of-mouth. Many are now adapting to the rise of the connected consumer and advertising online.

Global brands are catching up. Coca-Cola builds awareness by supplying local stores with branded fridges for its drinks, increasing both physical and mental availability. Nestle’s Milo is very popular, says Augustina Umunna, Director, Kantar Worldpanel for West and Central Africa “It keeps itself front of mind with year-round promotional marketing. It gives out sports bottles for children, gifts to customers – anything that adds value.”

Entering the South African Top 50 for the first time in 2015 was washing detergent brand MAQ, increasing its CRPs by 77%. Volume per buyer, meanwhile, grew by almost 50%. The brand used improving distribution channels to deliver goods at competitive price points and showed a strong grasp of social media amid the rapidly increasing smartphone penetration in the country (now at over 91%). Its campaign MAQ a Movie gave South African shoppers the chance of becoming film stars. Open auditions were held for amateur actors to test for one of five roles in a new film to be screened across South African cinemas. There was only one condition: in order to audition, entrants had to show proof of purchase for a MAQ product. This campaign cleverly engaged with shoppers, giving them the chance to ‘add colour to the story, much like MAQ washing Powder brightens up your day.’
Asia at a Glance

As the Asian market evolves and growth slows down, competition is heating up between brands to win the hearts and minds of Asian consumers. Local players are using this state of flux to their advantage, dominating the Asian market in 2015, possessing 74% of total FMCG spend and growing their sales by double that of their global competitors.

Brands that thrive in the Asian market know the importance of national culture, values and pride, and reflect this within their brand narratives. However, they also understand the fast pace of the culture and its desire to blend old with new, tradition with technology. By listening to consumers’ desires they can innovate their offerings, putting a local twist on them and increasing the perceived value and relevance for the consumer.

### Top 5 Growing Brands in Asia

- **Attack**: 55%
- **Dettol**: 21%
- **Kopiko**: 20%
- **Good Knight**: 16%
- **Downy**: 15%

*Source: Kantar Worldpanel & IMRB - 2015 – % CRP growth*

### Premiumisation in Asia

Premiumisation in Asia is more important to shoppers than ever, and brands are noticing. Amid the e-commerce boom in China, toilet tissue brand Vinda moved quickly to capture the opportunity to reach young and affluent shoppers online with its wide range of emerging categories (wet tissue and kitchen towel).

In 2015, the third year of the successful Vinda bus tour began encouraging young families to board, play games and experience its products. Also last year, Vinda hosted a paper wedding dress challenge with well-known Chinese fashion designer Lanyu – a quirky way of changing its perception from budget toilet tissue to a premium option.

### Indonesia: Tradition Meets Technology

In the four years that Teh Pucuk Harum (TPH) has been available, it has increased its penetration up to 48%, a huge achievement for a brand still in its infancy. TPH has blended tradition with technology to create a product that speaks to consumers’ heritage, whilst meeting their modern needs. The first RTD tea brand to use tips of tea leaves as the main ingredients, TPH has blended traditional flavours with clever Advanced Sterilisation Technology to ensure a highly hygienic drink without any preservatives or artificial sugar.

### South Korea: Prevent with Nature

Having initiated global trends like BB cream and snail facials, South Korea has been at the forefront of beauty innovations for decades. However, it is their venture in anti-pollution skincare that turned heads in 2015. According to happi.com, sun and pollution exposure account for 90% of visible signs of ageing. Clearly, skin should be protected from pollution in the same way it is from the sun. Natural products, previously used only to maintain appearance are now stepping in as effective prevention against pollution.

Tapping into this trend, South Korea’s first all-natural cosmetics brand – Innisfree – grew its CRPs by 22%.
The ‘on demand’ economy

Each with unique and pioneering ideas on how benefits can be profitably delivered to consumers, service-based start-ups are disrupting established players in a number of categories.

Dining, delivery, laundry and transportation: these firms are at the forefront of new business models that combine technology and demand: saving consumers time, money and – most importantly – making life easier.

Washio offers clean clothes at the tap of a button with on-demand dry cleaning and laundry delivered to your home. Hubbub delivers the best food from over 100 small butchers, bakers and macaron-makers in a single, simple delivery, so you can stop making-do and start eating the best food in town.

In the US, Birchbox offers a monthly subscription beauty box of samples: deftly bringing together legacy marketing techniques with actual distribution and sales.

Looking east, e-commerce is expanding and experimenting free from the shackles of legacy industries. China’s social network Tencent has launched a one-stop ‘shopping’ platform for banking services, charity donations, e-commerce, car hire (taxi hire) as well as ticket services.

This is but the tip of a much larger iceberg. In some cases, the very idea of market economics is being turned on its head. Emerging C2B models are driven by the consumer: the buyer makes the decisions about what is on offer, and companies compete to supply these products in the fastest time and at the lowest price.

The fundamental assumptions of current FMCG structures are being challenged; from the nature of the product, its distribution and – of course – its pricing.

The manufacturers and retailers which successfully marry technology to demand will flourish in the future.

Social purpose: a business imperative

Wherever you are in the world – in a developed country or an emerging country – interest is growing in the role that brands can play in making that world a better place.

Increased connectivity is bringing big social issues closer to home for many people. Whether that is political conflict, extreme weather, water scarcity or volatility in the price of food. As some of these events, which once seemed remote and abstract, start to affect people directly, they become more interested in what they can do about it.

Consumers are open to businesses and brands which provide the opportunity to take action. By buying fair trade goods, or choosing a detergent that washes at lower temperatures – the consumer themselves can positively affect the strain on the world’s resources.

But the big question for marketers is that: does it make them more likely to buy something?

At Unilever, we are seeing increasing evidence that this is the case. A shift from what was once perhaps seen as somewhat niche; to a real, mainstream consumer concern. In 2014, our sustainable-living brands – those which integrate sustainability into both the purpose and the product – grew twice as fast as others, delivering half the growth in our entire portfolio.

We can’t say it’s causation; it’s correlation. But it is becoming a really interesting performance indicator.

As the digital revolution lowers barriers to entry and as competition intensifies; brands need to look at how they differentiate successfully.

The winners won’t just provide a product to buy, but a brand to buy into.
Future Trends

MILLENIALS: THE NEXT FRONTIER

Now reaching their mid-thirties, Millennials are finally centre stage, culturally and financially impacting on the market. They think differently. Their adult life has been mired in economic crises: firstly a world of debt, then the crash, and now income squeeze. That combination of early economic experience and early workplace experience tends to stick with you for life; a volatile mix which produces a set of unique behaviours. It’s fair to say there hasn’t been a generation like it.

It’s no secret that this represents a fundamental challenge to FMCG: the industry itself was built upon fast-moving, mass-produced stock. Some supermarket brands have been much better than others at capturing this emerging consumer mood. One strategy is to rationalise: strip back the dull stuff – the ‘basics’ – and beef up categories where there’s a bit of connoisseurship, the ‘pleasure,’ the experience.

I think we’ll see more emphasis on brands that are able to combine value and purpose. There is headroom for growth in areas such as health, fitness and general welfare. I noticed, amidst those kiosks at train stations that sell chocolate and cigarettes, something called Protein Haus. All it sells is stuff that makes you feel better. That, for me, is the future for the Millennial FMCG consumption epitomised in five or six square feet.

With its growing influence, this generation is the vanguard of a huge value shift, certainly in the richer markets, from post-modern to post-materialist. From ‘stuff’ to ‘experience’.

MARKETING TO ROBOTS: THE EROSION OF IRRATIONAL CHOICE

Amazon is a key business that has the potential to cause disruption in the FMCG space. Echo – its voice-controlled speaker – can allow people to make purchases without interacting with a screen. Alexa, the digital personal assistant embedded into Echo, can even be set to automatically reorder items when you run out, shipping them immediately though Amazon’s Prime delivery service.

As voice-activated technology becomes increasingly common, brands will begin to offer more services and information through virtual personal assistants (VPAs). These digital helpers will know us intimately – our goals, habits and lifestyles. Which washing powder best suits our skin or what brand of toothpaste we prefer, not to mention what cheaper imitation is so close that it’s indistinguishable. So, in the more distant future, expect transparency to become incredibly important for brands as they market themselves and communicate with VPAs to provide information about product claims and ingredients.

This has interesting implications for brand loyalty, and even what the concept of brand means when a rational computer is making purchase decisions rather than an irrational human. Will the power of brands hold strong enough to override cheaper rivals when assessed through the logical algorithms of a digital assistant? Or will brands that can engage in this new digital space stand to benefit from repeat purchases thanks to a pre-programmed loyalty?

Potentially both scenarios are true. Brands should think about joining the conversation.

Andrew Curry, Director, The Futures Company

Emily Hare, Managing Editor, Contagious Magazine

Amazon is a key business that has the potential to cause disruption in the FMCG space. Echo – its voice-controlled speaker – can allow people to make purchases without interacting with a screen. Alexa, the digital personal assistant embedded into Echo, can even be set to automatically reorder items when you run out, shipping them immediately through Amazon’s Prime delivery service.

As voice-activated technology becomes increasingly common, brands will begin to offer more services and information through virtual personal assistants (VPAs).

Through our mobile phones as well as bespoke devices, we will become happier defaulting decisions to virtual personal assistants, particularly for more mundane items and regular purchases.

These digital helpers will know us intimately – our goals, habits and lifestyles. Which washing powder best suits our skin or what brand of toothpaste we prefer, not to mention what cheaper imitation is so close that it’s indistinguishable. So, in the more distant future, expect transparency to become incredibly important for brands both as they market themselves and communicate with VPAs to provide information about product claims and ingredients.

This has interesting implications for brand loyalty, and even what the concept of brand means when a rational computer is making purchase decisions rather than an irrational human.

Will the power of brands hold strong enough to override cheaper rivals when assessed through the logical algorithms of a digital assistant? Or will brands that can engage in this new digital space stand to benefit from repeat purchases thanks to a pre-programmed loyalty?

Potentially both scenarios are true. Brands should think about joining the conversation.
Beyond the Printed Page

**PLAY WITH THE DATA**
You can access the data from your tablet, mobile or laptop. Discover your brand’s global footprint and compare with your competitors. Learn which are the most chosen brands in your market and your sector. Play with the data to set your growth targets. Share charts and tables you’ve generated by visiting ‘explore the data’ in the microsite.

**GO DIGITAL**
Download a digital copy of this report on the Brand Footprint microsite, which you can share with your colleagues and teams. Read our 20 winning Brands in Action case studies exclusively on the microsite.

**JOIN THE CONVERSATION**
Our Twitter feed will alert you with the latest news, links to articles in this publication and infographics. Join the conversation and stay up-to-date with the latest winning brand stories in the FMCG arena.

**SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS**
We’d love to know what you think about this publication – email your comments or enquiries.

**ENDORSE YOUR SUCCESS**
Some brands have added a statement on their packaging, advertising or corporate websites. We encourage you to use Kantar Worldpanel’s Brand Footprint data source and seal. Just contact us.

www.brandfootprint-ranking.com/#/explore-the-data

@K_Worldpanel #MostChosenBrands

brandfootprint@kantarworldpanel.com

www.brandfootprint-ranking.com
## Glossary of Top 50 Most Chosen Brands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Ranking</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperio</td>
<td>Aponeurotic</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barilla Group</td>
<td>Barilla</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benecol</td>
<td>Mino</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td>Pepsi</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colgate-Palmolive Company</td>
<td>Colgate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danone</td>
<td>Danone</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Health and Beauty, Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arla</td>
<td>Arla</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrero</td>
<td>Kinder</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Mills</td>
<td>Flibriy</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoplait</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Row-House Company</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realfood</td>
<td>Realtime</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micromax &amp; Company</td>
<td>Micromax</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hainan</td>
<td>Genva</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang</td>
<td>Tang</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestle</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Food, Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frieses</td>
<td>Frieses</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble</td>
<td>DCTY</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tide</td>
<td>Tide</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantene</td>
<td>Pantene</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head &amp;Shoulders</td>
<td>Head &amp; Shoulders</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shampoo/Bar &amp; Groom</td>
<td>Shampoo/Bar &amp; Groom</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel</td>
<td>Ariel</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillette</td>
<td>Gillette</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PepsiCo</td>
<td>Lays, Pepsi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker</td>
<td>Quaker</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker</td>
<td>Quaker</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doritos</td>
<td>Doritos</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Coca-Cola Company</td>
<td>Coca-Cola</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td>Sprite</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanta</td>
<td>Fanta</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Hershey Company</td>
<td>Hershey’s</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clorox</td>
<td>Clorox</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MrNox</td>
<td>MrNox</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Done</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succotrib / Sediba / Seda</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lux</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popcornit</td>
<td>Popcornit</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surf</td>
<td>Surf</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Home care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Home care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay’s</td>
<td>Lay’s</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reckitt Brand</td>
<td>Reckitt Brand</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clorox West</td>
<td>Clorox West</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Health and Beauty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakult</td>
<td>Yakult</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Food</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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